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• Objectives

1. Engage students in the oxidation-reduction reaction
before delving deeper into the chemical process
involved in the reaction.

2. Explore the interactions between metals and metal
ions. What’s the difference?

• Introduction
Oxidation-reduction reaction is an experiment that is sure to catch the attention of students! 
Students will be able to conduct several experiments and observe, firsthand, the relative reactivity 
of metals at a microscopic level.

Teachers will be able to explore the topic further as students become more engaged by watching 
the reactions with their own eyes.

• Discussion (Time: 10 min)

1. Ask students to think about and give 
examples of oxidation-reduction reactions. 
Ie. irons turns to rust

2. Ask them how long this reaction typically 
takes. A month? More than a month?

3. Have you ever observed this reaction? 
Other than a time-lapse video, how can we 
see this change in a short period of time?

Materials for 
Each Group
1. uHandy MicroLab (1 set per student)

2. 5 ml of Copper Nitrate Solution

3. Several pieces of zinc sheet metal

Copper (II) Nitrate Solution is 
a strong oxidizer, HARMFUL if 
swallowed, can cause IRRITATION 
TO SKIN, EYES, AND RESPIRATORY 
TRACT.

Safety Precautions

Exploration (Time: 40-50 min)

Install the uHandy Stand on smart devices.Step 1

Take out #1 Lo-Mag Lens, #7 Lo-Mag Stage, #8 60 mm petri dish, and the #9 tweezers.Step 2

Clip the #1 Lo-Mag Lens over the selfie camera lens and check to make sure that the 
field (white circle) is in the center of the screen. Place the #7 Lo-Mag Stage over the 
lens and check to make sure it is centered over the camera.

Step 3

Press record on the camera before moving onto Step 6. This is very important!Step 5

Place a large drop of copper nitrate solution on the piece of zinc.Step 6

Set-up (Time: 5 min)

Place a piece of the zinc sheet metal into the petri dish and place the dish on the #7 
Lo-Mag Stage. Double check to make sure that the piece of zinc is over the camera.

Step 4

Experiments (Time: 25 min)

Be sure to have students write down and record their observations.Step 7

Record (Time: 10 min or after school)

Step 8 Be sure to clean the petri dish by wiping out any 
remaining solution or metals with a tissue paper. 
Clean the petri dish again with water or alcohol to 
ensure no dried residue remains.

Step 9 Place the equipment back into the 
uHandy MicroLab case.

Clean-Up (Time: 10 min)
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Recommendations from K-12 Educators Recommendations from K-12 Educators

Getting our students excited 
about science  through a 
computer screen is HARD. This 
Digital Microscope Kit from 
uHandy is a GAME CHANGER.

Recommendations from K-12 Educators

• How they incorporate uHandy Microscope into their classroom

• How they incorporate uHandy Microscope into their classroom

I turned my phone into a microscope for my 100% remote students 
at home to feel like they were getting the same experience as the 
students in my classroom when we were hybrid.

High School Chemistry TeacherIsabella Liu

By attaching the uHandy microscope 
to their personal devices during an 
experiment or demonstration for the class, 
students could see microscopically what’s 
happening with the solutions and what it 
means when a precipitate is formed.

Middle School Science TeacherJosie Bensko

Middle and High School Science Teacher

Science Lessons That Rock

• How they incorporate uHandy Microscope into their classroom
Students could take it outside for sampling or easily move 
through stations in the classroom.

I have tried multiple brands and have never 
been satisfied with the quality.... nothing even 
came close to what a compound microscope 
could do. But along came the uHandy pocket 
microscope and I've been pleasantly surprised at 
its capabilities!

I plan on adding the kit to my Outdoor Explorer 
pack because I’m able to use this mobile 
microscope with my iPad. I have not been able to 
do this with another pocket microscope, so I love 
the opportunity it gives me to show an entirely 
different world in nature to students.
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1. Microscale chemistry experiments
2. Building students’ confidence in their own lab skills

Founder of Nitty Gritty ScienceDr. Erica Colón
• How they incorporate uHandy Microscope into their classroom

I feel the best way to use this is the teacher using a tablet that is hooked 
up as a second camera so images can be shared on smartboards or when 
teaching remotely.

https://bit.ly/3jmtFnd
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